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The microscopic rotational dynamics of a main chain liquid crystalline (LC) poly(ether) in its nematic phase
is studied in detail by nonlinear least squares analysis of ESR spectra in the slow motional regime. This
complements results reported in an accompanying paper, which focuses on macroscopic translational diffusion
using the DID-ESR (dynamic imaging of diffusion by ESR) technique. Far infrared 250 GHz ESR spectroscopy
is used to determine the magneticg andA tensors of the 3-carboxy-PROXYL spin label attached to the LC
polymer. ESR spectra of the labeled polymers of varying molecular weights are analyzed to yield the rotational
diffusion coefficients and orientational order parameters. Different cases of the degree of macroscopic
alignment are observed in these samples and accounted for in the simulations. For molecular weights lower
than 11 000 (for both tracers and matrices), the rotational diffusion coefficientRh is found to correlate with
the molecular weight of the polymer matrix and to be independent of the molecular weight of tracer, suggesting
the importance of free volume for end-chain motion. Macroscopically aligned samples, corresponding to
lower molecular weight LC polymers, show an inverse correlation ofRh with order parameter, consistent with
observations previously reported for nonpolymeric LCs, which were associated with free volume effects.

1. Introduction

In the accompanying paper,1 we have described translational
diffusion measurements on a main chain semirigid liquid
crystalline (LC) poly(ether) utilizing the technique of dynamic
imaging of diffusion ESR (DID-ESR). We focused on the
development of the DID-ESR technique for the macroscopic
diffusion measurement of polydisperse polymers and its first
application to LC polymeric materials. A model polymer was
end labeled with a nitroxide free radical and served as a tracer,
which diffused into the matrix of the same unlabeled polymer
but of different molecular weight. The diffusive behavior of
these samples is highly anisotropic, in addition to its dependence
on the molecular weights of matrix and tracer species.1 Such
diffusional anisotropy indicates that the conformational proper-
ties of this class of materials play an important role in its
macroscopic dynamics.
An advantage of DID-ESR over other techniques of diffusion

measurement is the simultaneous availability of the standard
ESR spectra on the same sample. Simulations by nonlinear least
squares (NLLS) fitting of these ESR spectra can be utilized to
yield microscopic motional and structural information. In this
paper we study the rotational dynamics and orientational
ordering in the same main chain semirigid LC poly(ether)
samples that we studied by DID-ESR.
The methods used for ESR spectral line-shape analyses are

described in detail in several papers.2-4 This analysis involves
four principal coordinate systems, the first two are rigidly fixed
with respect to the molecular framework and are therefore
referred to as molecular or body-fixed frames, whereas the latter
two are space-fixed frames. They are (1) the principal molecular
axis system (x′′′,y′′′, z′′′) of the magnetic tensorsA andg of
the spin label (by convention,x′′′ is defined as parallel to the
N-O bond of the free radical andz′′′ is defined as parallel to

the axis of N-Oπ orbital); (2) the molecular axis system (x′,
y′, z′) (which constitutes the principal axes of the rotational
diffusion tensor); (3) the ordering axis system (x′′,y′′, z′′)
determined by the macroscopic nematic directordb (a unit
vector), which defines the preferred direction of molecular
alignment in the sample; and (4) the laboratory axis system (x,
y, z) with thez-axis along the static magnetic field. The tilt
between the (x′′′,y′′′, z′′′) and the (x′,y′, z′) molecular axis
systems is represented by the Euler anglesR, â, andγ. As a
good approximation, (x′,y′, z′) can be considered as an axially
symmetric coordinate frame, in which thez′-axis coincides with
the molecular long axis. The potential functionV(Ω) determin-
ing the molecular ordering with respect to the nematic director
db of a local domain can be expanded in a series of generalized
spherical harmonics (also referred to as Wigner rotation
matrices):

whereΩ represents the Euler angles specifying the transforma-
tion between the molecular frame rotational diffusion axes (x′,
y′, z′) and the lab frame director axes (x′′,y′′, z′′), k is
Boltzmann’s constant,T is the temperature, and (εMK

L ), ε20, ε22,
andε40 are dimensionless potential coefficients of the respective
Wigner rotation matrix elementsDMK

L (Ω). Also ψ represents
the Euler angles referred to as the director tilt angle, i.e. the
angles between the ordering axisz′′ (the nematic director db)
and the magnetic fieldBb0 (z-axis). The relative orientations of
these four coordinate systems are illustrated in Figure 1 along
with a schematic structure of the end-labeled liquid crystalline
polyether.
The microscopic properties determined by ESR in the present

work include the rotational diffusion constantsR|| andR⊥, for
molecular motion about the directions parallel and perpendicular
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to ẑ′ (a unit vector along thez′-axis), respectively, and the
orientational order parameterS. The purpose of NLLS fitting
of theoretical simulations to the ESR spectra is to find the
optimum values forR||, R⊥, ε20, ε22, andε40. After the potential
coefficients are determined, the orientational order parameterS
is obtained from its definition as the ensemble average of
D00
2 (Ω):

whereθ ) cos-1(z′‚db) is the angle between the molecular long
axis and the direction of liquid crystalline ordering. Thus,S
ranges in value from 1 (for perfect ordering withz′|db) to -0.5
with perfect alignment ofz′⊥db. Swill be used to refer either
to the macroscopic ordering of the LC polymer or to the local
ordering within microscopic domains of an unaligned sample.
In the macroscopically aligned samples studied, the nematic
directordb of each domain coincides with the direction of the
spectrometer fieldBb0. Samples that are not macroscopically
aligned are analyzed using a model of microscopic order
macroscopic disorder (MOMD)5 in which the microscopic
directors have a uniform distribution of orientations in the lab
frame, as illustrated in Figure 2.
The first step of the spectral analysis is to determine the

magneticg andA tensors of the spin label. One usually starts
with a rigid limit spectrum in which the motion is “frozen” and
the lineshape is solely determined by the magneticg andA
tensors. Far infrared 250 GHz ESR (FIR-ESR) is a very
effective way to separate thex′′′, y′′′, z′′′ components of theg

tensor, and it also can provide better resolution for theA tensor
than X-band ESR.6 It will be assumed that theg andA tensor
values are independent of temperature and the molecular weights
of the samples. Thus, once the magnetic tensors of the spin
label are determined, their values are fixed throughout all the
simulations of the ESR spectra obtained at temperatures where
the rotational motions tend to average out the spectral effects
of theg andA tensors. We calculate an ESR spectrum based
on the input parameters, which include the parallel and
perpendicular rotational diffusion coefficientsR|| andR⊥, the
potential coefficients, the diffusion tiltâ, and the inhomogeneous
Gaussian line-width broadening∆. A modified Marquardt-
Levenberg algorithm7-9 was used to iterate the simulations until
a minimum least squares fitting to experiment is reached, and
this provides the optimum values for the fitted parameters, as
well as estimates of error.9,10

In the analysis of these ESR spectra, three different cases
are distinguished according to the degree of macroscopic
alignment of the samples, as discussed earlier.1 In this paper,
we examine relationships between the microscopic and mac-
roscopic properties and the effect of the matrix and tracer on
the rotational behavior in this nematic LC poly(ether) DHMS-
7,9, and we compare the results with those from ordinary
(nonpolymeric) liquid crystals and with the macroscopic trans-
lational diffusion coefficients.

2. Experiment

2.1. Materials. Samples for the X-band ESR measurements
are the same ones that were used for measuring the translational
diffusion coefficients as reported in the accompanying paper.1,11

The synthesis and physical properties of the nine model polymer
samples, which are semi-rigid main chain LC poly(ether)s
DHMS-7,9 end labeled with 3-carboxy-PROXYL, can be found
in ref 1 (cf. Table 2 in ref 1).
The sample used in the 250 GHz FIR-ESR experiment was

a labeled DHMS-7,9 (Mw ) 3300,Mn ) 2700,Tm ) 87 °C,Tni
) 125 °C) mixed with an unlabeled polymer (Pw ) 6500,Pn
) 4900,Tm ) 105 °C, Txn ) 113 °C, Tni ) 137 °C) to reduce
the spin concentration, whereMw (Mn) are the weight (number)
average molecular weights of the tracer,Pw (Pn) are the weight
(number) average molecular weights of the matrix,Tm is the
melting transition temperature,Txn is the transition temperature
from an intermediate phase (exhibited in some materials) to the
nematic phase,1 andTm is the transition temperature from the
nematic to the isotropic phase. An unlabeled polymer of lower
molecular weight (Pw ) 3000,Pn ) 2400,Tm ) 80 °C, Tni )

Figure 1. (a) Schematic structure of liquid crystalline random co-
poly(ether) DHMS-7,9 end labeled with 3-carboxy-PROXYL. (b) The
four coordinate systems used in the ESR spectral analysis including
the laboratory axisz (defined as the direction of the static magnetic
field Bb0); the principal ordering axisz′′ (determined by the nematic
directordb); the principal molecular rotational diffusion axisz′ (coin-
cident with the backbone of the polymer molecule); the magnetic axis
x′′′ (defined as parallel to the N-O bond); andz′′′ (defined as parallel
to the axis of the N-Oπ orbital).

S≡ 〈D00
2 (Ω)〉 ) 〈(3 cos2 θ - 1)/2〉

)∫ dΩD00
2 (Ω) exp[-

V(Ω)
kT ]/∫ dΩ exp[-

V(Ω)
kT ] (2)

Figure 2. Schematic of the MOMD (microscopic order macroscopic
disorder) model in the nematic phase of a liquid crystalline polymer.
The “director tilt” angleψ between the magnetic fieldBb0 and the
directordb of the local domain is randomly distributed.
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126°C) was used to dilute the same labeled DHMS-7,9 (Mw )
3300), in order to obtain the hyperfine splittingA0 by X-band
ESR measurements on the isotropic phase (153°C). This
sample will be referred to as sample 10.
2.2. Measurement and Data Analysis.All X-band ESR

spectra were measured on the same spectrometer that was used
for DID-ESR experiments with the same temperature control
apparatus.1 The spectra of nine DID-ESR samples were taken
at the beginning and the end of each DID-ESR experiment at
120( 1 °C in the absence of a magnetic field gradient, with a
modulation amplitude less than 0.5 G and a data acquisition
time a little longer than 2 min. The time constant was 0.25s,
and the other settings (microwave power, sweep width, modula-
tion frequency) were the same as those used for the DID-ESR
experiments. The same conditions were used to measureA0
from sample 10 except that the temperature was 153°C,
corresponding to the isotropic phase.
The high-field rigid limit spectrum was obtained on a 250

GHz FIR-ESR spectrometer described elsewhere.6 This experi-
ment was carried out at-155( 2 °C with a time constant of
1 s, a modulation amplitude of about 1 G at 89 kHz frequency,
and a sweep field of about 482 G. The spectrum was digitized
to 1281 data points. The actual magnetic field values were
calibrated by a FIR-ESR spectrum of a standard perdeuterated
Tempone (PDT) in toluene-d8 sample at room temperature,
whose splitting had been accurately measured previously.12

Spectra were analyzed to obtain the ordering and rotational
dynamics utilizing ESR spectral simulation methods based on
the stochastic Liouville equation.2-5 The simulations were fit
to the experimental data utilizing a modified Levenberg-
Marquardt NLLS minimization algorithm to obtain the optimum
ESR parameters.9,10

All spectral simulations were performed on IBM RS6000
RISC computers at the Cornell Theory Center and the Cornell
Materials Science Center.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. The Magnetic Parameters of the Spin Label.The
250 GHz ESR rigid limit spectrum at-155 °C of labeled
DHMS-7,9 is shown in Figure 3. It enables one to directly
read off theg tensor components from the spectrum as indicated
by the upper axis in the figure. Note that the three components
gi (i ) x′′′, y′′′, z′′′) of theg tensor in its principal frame are
given by

whereh is Planck’s constant,ν is the frequency of the resonant
radiation (ν) 249.90 GHz),âe is the Bohr magneton, andBi is
the resonant magnetic field value of each component. Thegz′′′
region at the high-field side of the spectrum also yields the three-
line hyperfine splitting (hfs) corresponding toAz′′′. The gx′′′
region at the low-field side of the spectrum shows two peaks
that are much larger than theAx′′′ hfs for a nitroxide. We have
found thatgx′′′ is very sensitive to the “local polarity” and/or to
conformational effects.13 It is also sensitive to local site
inhomogeneities.13b One reason for this is that∆gx′′′ ≡ (gx′′′ -
ge) is the largest, so it shows the most site variation. It is
suggested that the two peaks could be due to two different
configurations or two different types of microscopic regions in
the polymer.Ay′′′ could be determined accurately from the field
positions of the extrema associated with the central spectral
component corresponding togy′′′ in association with the NLLS
simulations noted below. The resolution of the spectrum shown
in Figure 3 is insufficient to obtainAx′′′, partly due to the dual

peaks and partly due to the increased line width in thex′′′-
region most likely due to a distribution ingx′′′ values arising
from site inhomogeneities within the sample (so-calledg-strain),
which is much more significant at 250 GHz than at 9 GHz ESR.
To obtainAx′′′, a fast motional ESR spectrum at the X-band
was taken from sample 10 at 153°C to determine its isotropic
hfs A0. ThenAx′′′ was obtained from

These magnetic parameters were refined by NLLS simulations
of the rigid limit spectrum,6 as is also shown in Figure 3. The
relative populations of the two components corresponding to
the differentgx′′′ values were also determined by a least squares
analysis.9 The magnetic parameters and relative populations
are given in Table 1. For the X-band motional studies the
parameters listed in Table 1 were utilized. Since there was no
indication in the 9 GHz X-band spectra of two sites, we utilized
an averagegx′′′. (Note that X-band spectra are about 30 times
less sensitive tog values than is 250 GHz ESR due to the much
reduced magnetic fields.)
3.2. Rotational Diffusion and Ordering Parameter. In

the accompanying paper1 we described the different degrees of
macroscopic alignment obtained for the DID-ESR samples with
the 3 kG magnetic fields utilized in X-band ESR experiments.

hν ) giâeBi (3)

Figure 3. Rigid limit 250 GHz ESR spectrum of LC poly(ether)
DHMS-7,9 at-155 °C. The magnetic parameters were measured
directly from the spectrum:gy′′′ ) 2.0060;gz′′′ ) 2.0018;Az′′′ ) 34.37
G; with the twogx′′′ of 2.0090 (65%) and 2.0084 (35%). The dashed
line is the simulated spectrum as described in the text.

TABLE 1: Magnetic Parameters of 3-Carboxy-PROXYL
Attached to the End of DHMS-7,9a

x′′′ y′′′ z′′′
g 2.0088b 2.0060 2.0018
A (G) 5.2 4.3 34.4

a Estimated error ing tensor components is(1 × 10-4. For theA
tensor components, it is(0.3G. b This is the average of the two
observed values of 2.0090 (65% relative population) and 2.0084 (35%
relative population).

Ax′′′ + Ay′′′ + Az′′′ ) 3A0 (4)
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Accordingly, we needed to consider three different cases to
simulate these spectra in order to determine the rotational
diffusion coefficients and the orientational order parameters.
These cases are (cf. Table 2) (1) macroscopically aligned
(samplesAD, BD, AE, andBE); (2) MOMD (samplesCD and
CE); and (3) a mixture of aligned and MOMD (samplesAF,
BF, andCF).
Macroscopically Aligned DHMS-7,9. This case is the most

sensitive to the fitting parameters. Therefore, we selected this
group to determine the transformation between the magnetic
frame axes (x′′′,y′′′, z′′′) and the rotational diffusion axes (x′,
y′, z′). As stated earlier, this transformation could be fully
described by the three Euler anglesR, â, andγ. However, the
efficiency of the spectral calculation is significantly improved
whenR andγ are zero. Therefore an approximation was made
by which the (x′,y′, z′) axes were permuted and a “diffusion
tilt angle” â was allowed to vary in the fitting procedure. The
minimal set of parameters includes the parallel and perpendicular
rotational diffusion coefficients,R|| andR⊥, the primary potential
termε20 corresponding to cylindrically symmetric ordering, the
diffusion tilt angleâ, and the inhomogeneous Gaussian line-
width broadening,∆, with the magnetic parameters given in
Table 1. The spectral simulation provided minimum deviation
from the experimental data for the permutation of the (x′,y′, z′)
axes in whichy′′′ | z′ (so-calledy-ordering), and we found the
fitted value ofâ was 10°( 5°. In the y-ordering case, the
z′-axis is perpendicular to thez′′′-axis andâ represents the angle
betweenx′ and z′′′. After the best approximations for these
angles were made, it was fixed (i.e.y-ordering andâ ) 10°)
for the non-linear least squares fits reported in this paper. Also,
the director tilt angle,ψ, is zero for the macroscopically aligned
samples.
The splittings of the ESR spectra are very sensitive to the

ordering, given the same values for the other parameters. On
the other hand, the line widths of the ESR spectra were found
to depend mainly on the perpendicular rotational diffusion
coefficient,R⊥, and to be less sensitive to the parallel rotational
diffusion coefficient,R||, as judged by the significantly larger
uncertainties estimated for this parameter by the NLLS pro-
gram.9 The anisotropy ratio of rotational diffusionN (N )
R|/R⊥)) was found to be about 2-4 in most cases. Thus, to
reduce the uncertainty in the fits resulting from correlations
betweenR⊥ andR|| and to conveniently simplify the analysis,
N ) 3 was used for all spectra and the geometric averaged
rotational diffusionRh (Rh ) [R⊥

2R|]1/3), was varied in the final
fits to experiment. Similarly the Gaussian line width,∆, was
also approximately constant for the different samples, but
exhibited substantial correlations with other fitting parameters,
so it was convenient to fix it at the average value of 0.8 G.
Thus, in all the final NLLS fits to experiment, including the

next two groups, the following parameters were fixed:N ) 3;
â ) 10°;∆ ) 0.8 G. AfterRh andε20 were fit, the higher order
terms in the potential,ε22 and ε40, were introduced into the
simulation mainly for fine adjustment of the relative peak heights
of theMI ) (1 lines. Each such procedure was restarted several
times with different seed values in order to check the conver-
gence to a unique minimum, as well as to avoid entrapment of
the NLLS search algorithm in a false local minimum. The
orientational order parameterSwas then calculated according
to eq 2. The experimental and simulated ESR spectra are plotted
in Figure 4. The values ofRh andSthat were obtained are listed
in Table 2. We also list the values of the translational diffusion
coefficient,〈Di〉, that was obtained by DID-ESR as described
in ref 1.
We observe thatRh appears to depend significantly on matrix

molecular weight; that is, it is 1× 108 s-1 for matrix Pw of
4600 and 2× 108 s-1 for matrix Pw of 7800, but it is rather
independent of the tracer molecular weight (of 4000 or 8600).
One might expect that this is a free volume effect such that the
larger molecular weight matrix provides more void space for
the tracer. Meanwhile, a larger tracer is likely to have less
rotational mobility. Actually the free volume in ordinary LC
systems has been found to be dependent on the order parameter,
S,15-19yielding the following expression for a rigid spin probe:

corresponding to an activation energy, which is proportional to
S2. (HereR is the universal gas constant.) While we do not
have sufficient results to test the applicability of this equation

Figure 4. Experimental and simulated ESR spectra for aligned samples.
Parts a, b, c, and d are from DID-ESR samplesAD, BD, AE, andBE,
respectively. Their molecular weights and fitting parameters are listed
in Table 2.

Figure 5. Experimental and simulated ESR spectra for MOMD
samples. Parts a and b are from DID-ESR samplesCD, andCE,
respectively. Their molecular weights and fitting parameters are listed
in Table 2.

Rh ) Rh0 exp[-AS2/RT] (5)
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for the polyethers, we do indeed see from Table 2 thatS is
larger in the lower molecular weight matrix corresponding to
the smaller values ofRh.
Microscopic Order Macroscopic Disordered (MOMD) DHMS-

7,9. For MOMD samples, the nematic directors of all local
domains have a uniform distribution of orientations, while there
exists liquid crystalline ordering within each microscopic
domain. The order parameterS refers to local ordering in the
MOMD case. The simulation procedure is similar to the one
used for macroscopically aligned samples, except that the
calculated spectrum is a superposition of spectra corresponding
to differentψ values.5 We find that usually it is sufficient to
average 10 spectra withψ ranging from 0° to 90°. The
rotational diffusion and order parameters of the two MOMD
samples are listed in Table 2. Both the experimental and
simulated ESR spectra are plotted in Figure 5.
The order parameters obtained from both samples are quite

different. As such, the influence of microscopic ordering on
the diffusional processes is unclear at this stage. However, we
do note that values ofRh of about 1× 108 and 2× 108 s-1 are
again obtained with matrices of molecular weight of 4600 and
7800, respectively, just as we observed in aligned samples even
though a tracer of higher molecular weight, 13 400, was used.

We suspect that a free volume model may still be appropriate,
but eq 5 developed for ordinary LCs would no longer be valid
for larger tracers, especially since it was obtained for more rigid
types of molecules, whereas in the present experiments the spin
label is attached to the flexible end-chain of the polymer. The
reorientational motion of the end-chain should depend more on
the void space available to it in the matrix rather than on the
length of the rest of the polymer chain to which it is attached.
DHMS-7,9 Samples with Aligned and MOMD Components.

The limited resolution of the ESR spectra resulting from the
overlap of the two components did not permit us to fit each
component independently with its ordering and rotational
diffusion parameters. Therefore, the simulations for this case
were carried out by assuming that both the macroscopically
aligned and MOMD components had the same values for
rotational diffusion and order parameters. With this constraint
imposed, the relative population of each component was fitted
along withRh and the potential coefficients. The results are listed
in Table 2 with the spectra plotted in Figure 6. The fits in this
case, while reasonable, are a little less satisfactory than in the
previous two cases, possibly due to the fitting constraints
imposed by the reduced resolution. The simulated spectra from
each component are shown separately in Figure 7 for the case
of Figure 6a. Those for Figure 6b,c are very similar, so they
are not shown here.

TABLE 2: Diffusion Coefficients and Order Parameters of DHMS-7,9

samplea matrix (Pw) tracer (Mw) 〈Di〉b (×109) (cm2/s) Sc Rhc (108 s-1) fitting model

AD 4600 4000 110 0.416 1.28 aligned
BD 4600 8600 15 0.355 1.15 aligned
CD 4600 13400 0.112 1.14 MOMD
AE 7800 4000 16 0.318 1.99 aligned
BE 7800 8600 6.7 0.258 2.09 alignedd

CE 7800 13400 3.1 0.188 2.4 MOMD
AF 30700 4000 7.6 0.255 1.7 35%aligned, 65%MOMD
BF 30700 8600 1.7 0.258 1.6 39%aligned, 61%MOMD
CF 30700 13400 0.247 1.9 23%aligned, 77%MOMD

a The samples are the same as those used in the DID-ESR measurements, reported in ref 1 (cf. Table 2 of ref 1 and ref 11). The estimated error
in Pw andMw is about 5%.b The diffusion coefficients listed here are from ref 1. The estimated error is(10%. c The error inRh andS was
calculated assuming a normal distribution of residuals and then scaling by the reducedø2 of the fits as described in ref 9. The average percent
errors to the NLLS parameters areεRhR) 3.6 andεS ) 0.8 for the first five entries andεRhR) 10 andεS ) 2.6 for the last four entries.d The fitting
of this spectrum required a small MOMD component (relative intensity) 10%) that was assumed to have the same fitting parameters as the aligned
portion.

Figure 6. Experimental and simulated ESR spectra for samples with
aligned and MOMD components. Parts a, b, and c are from DID-ESR
samplesAF, BF, andCF, respectively. Their molecular weights and
fitting parameters are listed in Table 2.

Figure 7. (a) Simulated ESR spectrum in Figure 6a. (b) Macroscopi-
cally aligned component in part a. (c) MOMD component in part a.
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Note that the two-component ESR pattern was observed only
from samples with the largest molecular weight of the matrix
(30 700). The relative populations of the aligned component
and the order parameter are about the same in these samples.
There does not appear to be much dependence ofRh on tracer
(but this could reflect the less satisfactory fits in this case).

4. Summary

In summary, we find that for the lower molecular weight
matrices (Pw ) 4587 and 7800) the average rotational diffusion
coefficientRh increases with increasingPw but is independent
of tracer molecular weight in the range ofMw ) 4000 to 13422.
There is some indication of an inverse correlation betweenRh
andS in the lower molecular weight polymer samples, which
would be consistent with observations on nonpolymeric LCs.
TheRh is a microscopic property reflecting the reorientational
motion of the end-chain, so it need not necessarily correlate
with macroscopic measurement of〈Di〉, as we observe. Since
the best fits to experiment are obtained from macroscopically
aligned spectra, it is recommended that in future studies efforts
are made to achieve good alignment even for samples of higher
molecular weight by aligning in strong (e.g. 9 T) magnetic fields,
prior to performing the X-band ESR experiments. In an
accompanying paper20 we describe how the modern technique
of two-dimensional Fourier-transform ESR enables us to
examine in greater detail the molecular dynamics of these
samples, and we also describe temperature dependent studies.
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